 e Unaccusative Hypothesis (UH), as a syntactic explanation of split intransitivity, has generated a large number of studies since it was fi rst proposed (Perlmutter ; Burzio ).  e original formulation of the hypothesis incorporates two claims. One is that the single argument of unaccsative verbs is an underlying direct object, and thus displays many syntactic properties of direct objects of transitive verbs; in contrast, the single argument of unergative verbs is a subject at all levels of representation, and thus displays the same syntactic behaviour as the subject of transitive verbs.  e other claim is that the distinction is also systematically related to the semantic characteristics of the predicate: agentivity correlates with unergativity and patienthood correlates with unaccusativity (Perlmutter ; Dowty ).  e UH is thus conceptually simple, elegant, and broad in scope, encompassing both the syntax and the semantics of split intransitivity; it assumes a relationship of almost complete
predictability between the two, as expressed by the Universal Alignment Hypothesis (Perlmutter and Postal ).
However, the UH has recently been challenged on two fronts. First, linguistic theory has moved away from formal models of grammar that inspired the hypothesis (Relational Grammar and Government and Binding). Recent models of generative grammar do not include some of the fundamental tenets of the UH, such as the distinction between internal and external arguments (see the introduction to this volume for details).  e most recent syntactic accounts of unaccusativity (Kayne , for instance) regard apparent auxiliary 'selection' as an epiphenomenon of a syntactic operation of incorporation of an abstract preposition, thus detaching it completely from the UH.
Second, a vast body of empirical research (see Levin and Rappaport Hovav  for a review) has repeatedly shown inconsistencies in the alignment between the syntactic and semantic properties of split intransitivity: some verbs with similar semantics have diff erent syntactic behaviour across languages (for example, blush is unaccusative in blush is unaccusative in blush Italian but unergative in Dutch), and some verbs are classifi ed as both unaccusative and unergative by the same diagnostic (for example, continuare ('continue') can take continuare ('continue') can take continuare both auxiliary essere and auxiliary essere and auxiliary essere avere in Italian). It has become apparent that these avere in Italian). It has become apparent that these avere 'unaccusative mismatches' are problematic only to the extent that one expects unaccusative and unergative verbs to represent syntactically and semantically homogeneand semantically homogeneand ous classes, as in the original formulation of the UH. Most of the syntactic diagnostics of unaccusativity and unergativity (such as auxiliary selection in Italian, impersonal passives in Dutch, resultative constructions in English) tend in fact to identify semantically coherent subsets of verbs within the unaccusative and unergative classes (Levin and Rappaport Hovav ), suggesting that a proper explanation of these phenomena has to be placed at the syntax-semantics interface. From this perspective, the main endeavour of the theory of split intransitivity has thus become the identifi cation of the syntactically relevant components of meaning in diff erent languages and the search for an account of their interaction with the syntactic confi gurations in which a verb can appear.  e principle is that neither a verb's ability to be found in the unaccusative or unergative syntactic confi guration, nor the verbs' particular semantic characteristics are, by themselves, suffi cient conditions to satisfy particular diagnostics: split intransitivity is 'syntactically encoded and semantically determined' (Levin and Rappaport Hovav ).   Several purely semantic models of split intransitivity have been proposed (such as Centineo , Van Valin , Cummins , among others), which assume that a syntactic characterization of the distinction is unnecessary. However, much research has shown that a level of syntactic explanation is necessary to account for phenomena not easily reducible to purely semantic explanations: for example, the resultative construction in English (Levin and Rappaport Hovav ), scrambling involving quantifi ers in Japanese (Tsuijmura , ), the distribution of possessive and refl exive datives in Hebrew (Borer ), and necliticization in Italian (Belletti and Rizzi ). In all these cases the distribution of the constructions that separate unaccusative from unergative verbs can be captured at the most general level by confi gurational factors, regardless of the semantics of the verb.

Various theories of argument structure (focused on the syntactically relevant lexical properties of verb arguments) and event structure (focused on the temporal and aspectual organization of the event described by a verb) which have been developed in recent years have set out to pursue the goal of explaining how lexical semantic or aspectual representations underlying individual verbs are mapped onto the binary syntactic representations underlying split intransitivity (Grimshaw ; Pesetsky ; Pustejovsky and Busa ; van Hout ; Rappaport Hovav and Levin , among others). Following Levin and Rappaport Hovav (), two main perspectives can be distinguished (see also Rappaport Hovav and Levin  for in-depth discussion): the 'projectionist' approach and the 'constructional' approach.  e defi ning features of the two approaches will be briefl y illustrated in the following section.
 .  .                     
 e projectionist approach maintains that lexical entries deterministically project onto syntactic positions according to universal linking principles which map particular arguments onto particular syntactic positions; this in turn produces the syntactic behaviour associated with unaccusativity or unergativity (Hale and Keyser , ; Levin and Rappaport Hovav a, , , among others). Since unaccusativity and unergativity are lexical properties of verbs, verbs exhibiting variable behaviour are assumed to have diff erent lexical-semantic representations, each of which is mapped onto syntactic representations in regular ways. One of the most comprehensive accounts of this type is Levin and Rappaport Hovav's () model, in which a small number of linking rules map lexical semantic components of verb meaning (such as Immediate Cause, Directed Change, and Existence) onto positions at argument structure.  e Immediate Cause Linking Rule is the only rule that maps the single argument of the verb onto the position of external argument.  e Directed Change and the Existence Linking Rules map the argument onto the position of internal argument.  e external and internal argument positions map 'trivially' onto the syntactic positions of subject and direct objects respectively, thus classifying a verb as unergative or unaccusative.
A number of problems are immediately apparent, of which only two will be mentioned here (for a full discussion see Sorace ). First, linking rules are language-specifi c: the existence Linking Rule, for example, produces unaccusative verbs in English and Italian (as shown by their ability to select auxiliary  in Italian and appear in the there-construction in English, but not in Dutch or French  e cross-linguistic variation exhibited by stative verbs is in net contrast with the relative uniformity and invariance of verbs governed by the other two linking rules, a fact for which the model does not have an immediate explanation. Second, linking rules are too broad. No distinction is made between directed change and inherent telicity, even though there is an asymmetric relationship between the two. All telic verbs involve a directed change, but directed change does not necessarily imply telicity: degree-achievement verbs such as rise and rise and rise cool imply an indefi nite change in a cool imply an indefi nite change in a cool particular direction but they do not denote the achievement of a fi nal state.  e asymmetry is relevant for split intransitivity because verbs of telic change behave diff erently from verbs of directed change in a number of languages.  is can be illustrated by a comparison of verbs of directed motion in French and Italian. It is possible to distinguish four types of verb of movement (cf. Donadio ), according to the extent to which they express telicity, and whether they express it lexically or syntactically.
A verbs denoting telic and inherently delimited movement: arriver ('arrive');
arriver ('arrive'); arriver B verbs denoting directed, but not delimited, movement: monter ('rise'); monter ('rise'); monter C verbs lexically denoting atelic, non directed movement, which can telicize compositionally in some contexts: courir ('run'); courir ('run'); courir D verbs denoting atelic, non-directed movement that cannot telicize in any context: vagabonder ('stroll'). vagabonder ('stroll') . vagabonder  e distribution of auxiliaries with these verbs in the two languages is summarized in Table  ., where E stands for essere/être and A for être and A for être avere/avoir /avoir / .  Only inherently delimited verbs of motion consistently select E in modern French, whereas auxiliary choice is variable for non-delimited verbs of directed change; E cannot be selected by verbs belonging to the other two classes. In Italian, both inherently delimited and directed non-delimited movement verbs select E, atelic verbs that telicize compositionally may take both auxiliaries depending on the context, and atelic verbs that cannot telicize in any context take A. Inherent telicity, and not just directed change, therefore appears to be the determining factor in the consistent selection of E in French.   Here the selection of auxiliary être is taken as a marker of unaccusativity in French.  is is somewhat être is taken as a marker of unaccusativity in French.  is is somewhat être controversial.  ere are other syntactic diagnostics of unaccusativity that have been reported in the literature which, arguably, identify a larger class of verb. Legendre () lists nine tests of unaccusativity, which single out distinct and only partly overlapping subsets of verbs. In her view, a verb is unaccusative if it satisfi es at least one of these tests; conversely, a verb is unergative if it fails all the tests. Labelle () discusses, in addition to auxiliary selection, six diagnostics (impersonal constructions, en-cliticization, infi nitival relatives, tough construction, adjectival passives, and participial constructions). See Sorace and Legendre tough construction, adjectival passives, and participial constructions). See Sorace and Legendre tough (in press) for updated discussion.
 Table  . shows that Italian has more E-selecting verbs than French; see also Sorace () and Legendre and Sorace (in press) for a fuller discussion.

Similarly, agentivity and internal causation are not diff erentiated in Levin and Rappaport Hovav's model, but there are languages in which agentive verbs are consistently unergative whereas non-agentive internally caused verbs fl uctuate in their syntactic behaviour. For example, the so-called verbs of emission, which are internally caused but not agentive, are classifi ed by Levin and Rappaport Hovav as 'variable-behaviour verbs' in English because they are basically unergative but behave like unaccusatives if they are interpreted as verbs of directed motion, as shown in (). Agentive activity verbs never show this alternation-see ().  ese verbs are also unstable in their selection of auxiliary in Italian, whereas agentive activity verbs are not:  ird, it appears that some of the rules can be arranged in order of priority: both the Directed Change and the Existence Linking rules take precedence over the Immediate Cause rule. but Levin and Rappaport Hovav off er no explanation of why such an ordering should obtain.
A fourth, more general, problem with this type of projectionist model is that it is unable to account for variation without positing double entries in the lexicon and elaborated lexical rules which change the basic classifi cation of verbs by mapping members of one class onto a diff erent class. Verbs of manner of motion and verbs of emission, which are the only two classes showing rule-governed behaviour in the model, are basically unergative verbs in that they fall under the Immediate Cause Linking Rule, but they can become verbs of directed motion in the presence of particular adverbials and be reclassifi ed as unaccusative.  ese verbs therefore have a double lexical-semantic representation, each corresponding to a distinct lexical entry that deterministically projects onto the syntax in a regular way.  is solution is viable only as long as variable-behaviour verbs are regarded as the exception to a general pattern of deterministic mapping. If variation is the rule rather than the exception, a lexicon burdened with a proliferation of entries becomes uneconomical and unlearnable. As in Levin and Rappaport Hovav's model, what is still lacking is an explanation of why stative verbs tend to be variable across languages, whereas verbs denoting inherently directed motion are not. It seems that consideration of thematic factors alone, even when couched in probabilistic rather than deterministic terms, does not lead us suffi ciently close to such explanation. As Grimshaw () notes, Dowty's lists of entailments include both thematic and aspectual properties but do not consider how they combine with each other in determining argument realization. As she states, Dowty's proposal is a response to the failure of purely thematic theory to provide illuminating accounts for argument realization [. . .] . Nevertheless it is undesirable to retreat to a probabilistic theory [. . .] because some of the restrictions are absolute and can never be overridden.
never be overridden. never
'Constructional' approaches have gained ground in recent years as alternatives to lexical theories of linking (cf. Borer , ; McClure ; van Hout , ; Arad a).  ese approaches have two main characteristics:
(a) unaccusativity and unergativity are considered to be a sentence-level property of the predicate, rather than a lexical property of the verb; (b) there is a closer and more immediate link between the aspectual interpretation and the syntactic confi guration of unaccusative and unergative predicates: specific aspectual readings are determined by the appearance of the verb argument in particular syntactic confi gurations.
In Borer's constructional model (, , in this volume), lexical entries are 'bare': they contain only an unordered list of arguments.  e 'core' (lexical) meaning of verbs serves as a modifi er, rather than as a determinant of structural properties. Unaccusativity and unergativity become constellations of phenomena derived from the verb's ability to appear in particular syntactic confi gurations, which in turn determine aspectual interpretations. Syntactic structure and lexical specifi cation are thus divorced and may follow diff erent developmental timetables in language acquisition (Borer  and in this volume).
A telic reading is derived by the presence of an argument in the specifi er position of a functional projection labelled AspE; an activity reading is derived by the verb's appearance in the specifi er position of AspP.
 Since the lexical entry of verbs does not contain any specifi cation of whether an argument is internal or external, any verb is free to enter into more than one syntactic confi guration and, consequently, to receive multiple aspectual interpretations. For example, an ambiguous verb like wilt may be wilt may be wilt interpreted as a telic, completed event (as in At that temperature, the plant wilted in a few hours) or as a process ( few hours) or as a process ( few hours  e plant wilted for a few hours but then recovered ): whether  e plant wilted for a few hours but then recovered ): whether  e plant wilted for a few hours but then recovered it receives one or the other interpretation depends on whether the verb argument is positioned in AspE or AspP. Optionality is therefore built into the system: the unaccusative-unergative classifi cation of intransitive verbs is inherently unstable.
 is approach, unlike the projectionist model, predicts fl exibility in the syntactic realization of arguments, but at the price of massive overgeneration.  e problem is that variation is not unconstrained: some verbs can appear in only one confi guration; not unconstrained: some verbs can appear in only one confi guration; not others can appear in more than one but to diff erent degrees.  is is a concern for Borer herself:
It is thereby predicted that a verb such as run is perfectly ambiguous between a so-called unergative and unaccusative reading [. . .] this prediction appears problematic [. . .] clearly one would need to explain why some intransitives are much more susceptible to the MEASURE/NON-MEASURE alternation than others. A possible explanation may be found in the appropriate characterization of particular verbs and their contribution to the meaning of the predicate in which they are embedded. Specifi cally, it may be that the meaning of some verbs entails delimitation much more strongly that other verbs. (Borer : ; emphasis added) What mechanism can, then, prevent such verbs as arrive from ever appearing in an arrive from ever appearing in an arrive unergative syntactic confi guration? Constraints on overgeneration have to be present to rule out impossible matches, but this type of model does not specify exactly how such constraints operate and at what level.  e model, furthermore, focuses only on the aspectual distinction between events and processes, but is completely silent on stative verbs which, as seen earlier, tend to be inherently ambiguous in many languages.
... Feature-checking versions
Diff erent versions of the constructional approach, closer to the Minimalist model, incorporate a feature-checking component.  e assumption in this case is that aspectual features of the predicate, such as telicity, have to be discharged through the  Other proposals use diff erent labels for what essentially is the same specifi er position. For example, Agr in van Hout () and den Dikken (), AP inner Agr in van Hout () and den Dikken (), AP inner Agr in van Hout () and den Dikken (), AP in McClure ().  ese proposals share much common ground with recent, purely syntactic, theories of auxiliary selection (Kayne ; also Cocchi ), in which the choice of auxiliary with intransitive verbs also hinges on the presence vs absence or inactivity of an Agr ObjP projection (which is, however, not characterized as the locus of aspectual interpretation). movement of arguments to some specifi er of a functional projection. In van Hout's approach (, , and in this volume), the lexicon-syntax mapping system is sensitive to event types, instead of deriving them as the outcome of lexical or syntactic operations on the arguments and their positions.  is model shares with Borer's the assumption that the mapping system is defi ned on the event structure of the whole VP in which the verb appears, rather than projecting up from purely lexical properties of the verb alone. What characterizes van Hout's model is the requirement that unaccusative verbs incorporate telicity, which is introduced in the syntactic computation as an interpretable feature that needs to be checked in Agr OP, thereby triggering movement of the object to the Specifi er of Agr O.  is model therefore is, at least in principle, more constrained than Borer's, since telicity checking requires that the verb's (or predicate's) event-type properties must match or be compatible with the telic feature; it is unclear, however, how compatibility is checked and how incompatible matches are ruled out. Moreover, nothing is said about how mapping works with stative verbs.
Language acquisition, of both fi rst and second languages, is an important testing ground for theories of the lexicon-syntax interface. An explanatory theory, in fact, should be powerful enough to account for the rapid acquisition of interface constraints, and particularly for the fact that language acquirers are inherently conservative and tend to make generalizations from which they are able to retreat. Projectionist and constructional theories of the lexicon-syntax interface make diff erent predictions for language acquisition, which are not always easy to distinguish empirically on the basis of current methodologies. While an exhaustive review of research in this area is beyond the scope of the chapter, the main positions may be summarized here as follows (see Borer, in this volume, for a more detailed overview).
...  e projectionist view: semantics has developmental priority Projectionist theories assume that children are predisposed to notice the syntactically relevant meaning components of verbs through their interaction with the environment; and that they also have knowledge of the set of (potentially universal) linking rules that map semantic components onto syntactic positions. Children are therefore endowed with innate knowledge of the shape of both semantic and syntactic represen- Van Hout's model may be modifi ed in such a way as to incorporate the notion of underspecifi cation. Verbs may be lexically specifi ed or unspecifi ed for telicity: a confi guration with Agr O would unambiguously attracts verbs with a [+telic] feature, whereas underspecifi ed verbs (statives, for instance) may project in more than one way (van Hout, personal communication). tations, and of the constraints that rule the interface between the two.  e combination of semantic knowledge and linking rules allow them to break into the syntactic system: this position has become known in the literature as the 'semantic bootstrapping' hypothesis (see Pinker  and Gleitman , among many others).  e hypothesis leaves a substantial amount of learning for children to be accomplished: the semantic components of individual verbs, the verb structures permitted by the ambience language, the verb (sub)classes to which lexical rules apply, and the morphosyntactic expression of lexical alternations, all have to be learned on the basis of exposure to the language.
Intriguing learnability questions arise. Consider the subcategorization requirements of locative verbs in English, which sometimes alternate between two diff erent argument structures (I'm stuffi ng the turkey with breadcrumbs; I'm stuffi ng breadcrumbs into the turkey) and sometimes do not ( into the turkey) and sometimes do not ( into the turkey I fi lled the jar with cookies; *I fi lled cookies into the jar). Or the well-known case of transitivity alternations, in which only a particuthe jar). Or the well-known case of transitivity alternations, in which only a particuthe jar lar semantically defi ned subset of transitive verbs have intransitive alternants, that is, allows the possibility of mapping the  eme argument onto the subject position: the price increased is well-formed, but price increased is well-formed, but price increased the paper cut is not. How does the child fi gure out the paper cut is not. How does the child fi gure out the paper cut which alternations are possible and which are not?  e problem is quite complex: alternations with non-alternating verbs simply do not occur, so in the absence of negative evidence the child will have no reliable indication that they are disallowed; furthermore, verbs do not consistently occur with all arguments, since some arguments are optional in both alternating and non-alternating verbs. Unless it is assumed that the child actually keeps track of the non-occurrence of certain alternations, one has to conclude that the child comes to the task already equipped with knowledge of the possible ways in which human languages can organize meaning in lexical categories.
Some projectionist models assume an in-built bias to try out hypotheses in a given order. In Pinker's version of the model, for example, children fi rst acquire general, broad-range linking rules based on the basic semantics of the event; these rules are later re-analysed with the incorporation of fi ner semantic distinctions and narrowrange rules are added, in such a way as to diff erentiate the possible, narrow-range domains of application from the impossible ones.  ere is evidence that some meaning components have a privileged status over others: for example, children display an earlier sensitivity to 'change of location' than to 'change of state' (see Pinker  and Gropen et al.  for details). However, the origin of linking rules and of their underlying semantic primitives is still an unresolved question (Gleitman ).
For L acquisition, the relevant research questions revolve around the well-known distinction between universal developmental paths and transfer: can adult L learners acquire properties of the L lexicon that are not deducible from the input and that cannot be transferred from the L? Research on the acquisition of lexical alternations in a second language has shown that the problems encountered by L learners in the initial stages, and the overgeneralizations they make, are consistent with those found in L acquisition, regardless of the native language (see Juff s  and Montrul  for overviews). Both L and L learners have to acquire universal argument structure alternations, the narrow semantic constraints operating on them, and the morphological expression of the alternation instantiated by the target language. While the 'syntactically relevant' components of meaning are determined by Universal Grammar, the morphological expression of alternations is language-specifi c.  e former are acquired through the same developmental path across languages, both in L and in L acquisition, whereas the latter are initially approached by L learners through the particular analyses imposed by the native language. For example, languages that do not mark the transitivity alternation with overt morphology, such as English, are more diffi cult to acquire than languages, such as Spanish or Turkish, that diff erentiate members of this alternations morphologically (Montrul ).
Similar developmental patterns are found in both children and adults. One such pattern is an asymmetry in the directionality of overgeneralization errors involving transitivity: there are more causative errors involving the causativization of intransitives (I'm going to disappear the ball ) than anticausative errors, involving the intransitivization of transitives ( e machine will fi x). Montrul's account of this asymmetric  e machine will fi x). Montrul's account of this asymmetric  e machine will fi x pattern of overgeneralization is partly consistent with Pinker's () distinction between broad-and narrow-range rules: adult L learners, like L acquirers, start from a default transitive template, which represents all the basic subevents and semantic primitives (causative, inchoative, and stative) and the canonical realization of arguments.  is template is initially applied to non-alternating verbs. At a later stage, learners have to learn the specifi c aspects of meaning (i.e. external causation and unspecifi ed agency) that characterize alternating verbs: in Pinker's terms, the narrowrange rules that further constrain transitivity. Knowledge of these narrow-range rules involve 'turning off ' the  node from the basic template only for verbs that instantiate these meaning components.
 ese convergences may be interpreted as evidence that L learners do not start from their L, but somehow revert to default universal principles.  ey indicate that L learners, again like L acquirers, are initially constrained by syntactic principles (i.e. the canonical alignment of thematic roles with syntactic positions that the default template represents), rather than purely semantic ones (such as the relative simplicity of intransitive forms, which lack the subevent , compared to transitive forms). Hence, the L data may be construed as compatible with both a projectionist and a constructional account. What seems established is that both L and L learners rely on knowledge of universal syntax-semantics correspondences; L learners have the L as an additional source of hypotheses, but they use it in a conservative and modular fashion.
...  e constructional view: syntax has developmental priority Constructional theories (so far applied only to L acquisition) turn the relationship between syntactic and lexical knowledge upside down (see Borer, in this volume, for a detailed illustration; Gleitman ). Rather than acquiring the syntactic expression of verb arguments from knowledge of their syntactically relevant meaning compon-ents, children deduce word meaning from the semantically relevant syntactic structures associated with verbs. If the learner uses in-built knowledge of subcategorization frames and of basic syntax-semantic relations, the range of confi gurations in which a verb appears may narrow the hypothesis space for acquiring the verb meaning: this is, in essence, the syntactic bootstrapping hypothesis. For example, verbs denoting change of possession tend to appear in sentences with three NPs, which canonically express the old possessor, the new possessor, and the entity that goes from one to the other. Verbs denoting perception and cognition are associated with sentences with an object NP, representing specifi c entities that can be perceived, or with sentential complements, representing whole events.  ere is evidence that visually impaired children acquire lexical and semantic distinctions underlying verbs of vision (look and look and look see) and see) and see colour terms, which they could not possibly acquire through experience (Landau and Gleitman ).  ese authors suggest that the syntactic contexts in which the verbs are used are the most probable basis for their acquisition, along with innate syntactic and lexical categories.  e role of experience does not seem to be a crucial one.
Recent constructionist models (see Borer, this volume) reinterpret the evidence from child overgeneralizations in terms of imperfect lexical learning. Lexical verb meanings act as modifi ers of the aspectual meaning carried by the merger of the verb with a specifi c functional head: thus, they are gradually memorized as vocabulary lists.  e discrepancy between syntactic knowledge (which is in place early on) and lexical knowledge (which takes more time to develop) suggests a 'dual mechanism' model of the kind envisaged by Pinker and collaborators for the acquisition of past tense forms (see Marcus  for a comprehensive overview): children make more overgeneralizations than adults because they have shorter vocabulary lists and weaker memory traces. When memory fails them, children will resort to the more general computational, rule-governed behaviour which consists of projecting verbs onto any syntactic confi guration: so they produce Daddy disappear rabbit because they have not been exposed Daddy disappear rabbit because they have not been exposed Daddy disappear rabbit to a suffi cient number of exemplars of this verb to know that it does not allow this type of projection in English. It is unclear, however, why only certain kinds of confi gurations are generalized by children-why is the transitive confi guration more likely to be extended to intransitive verbs rather than the opposite? Can statistical frequency be the only explanation? Constructional models, in their most extreme form, predict protracted and unconstrained projection errors in language learners, just as they predict massive variation in the syntactic behavious of verbs. It seems plausible to assume, with Gleitman (), that semantic and syntactic bootstrapping do not exclude each other, and that the evidence from acquisition is not entirely consistent either with a purely projectionist or with a purely constructional model.
... Summary
To review so far, both projectionist and constructional approaches to split intransitivity attempt to explain the fact that verbs may vary in the syntactic realization of their arguments. Projectionist models do so either by assuming lexical operations on the lexical-semantic representation of verbs, which create multiple lexical entries, or by positing probabilistic mappings based on a number of semantic entailments incorporated by the verb's lexical entry.  ese explanations have two disadvantages: they do not explain why certain verbs are more susceptible to variable behaviour, and they lead to a proliferation of lexical entries.
 e common denominator of constructional approaches is their emphasis on syntax as the main determinant of interpretation, rather than the interpretation aff ecting syntactic behaviour.  e verb's syntactic specifi cation is reduced to a set of simple features that have to be discharged in canonical checking positions, or to unstructured sets of arguments. While freeing the lexicon from syntactic specifi cation allows more fl exibility in mapping, it cannot deal with the fact that some verbs do not exhibit fl exibility at all.
A problem shared by both the projectionist and the constructional approaches is their relatively limited empirical basis. Data from language acquisition at the present stage do not unambiguously support either approach. Recent research on auxiliary selection has begun to fi ll this gap, and it is this research that will now be examined in detail.
 .  .                            
An empirical challenge to both the projectionist and the constructional views has come from a series of studies by Sorace and her collaborators (Sorace a, b, b, ; Keller and Sorace ; Sorace and Cennamo ).  e starting point of these studies is the set of facts that are long-established in the literature: (a) across languages, some verbs tend to show consistent unaccusative-unergative behaviour, whereas others do not; (b) within languages, some verbs are invariably unaccusative-unergative regardless of context, whereas others exhibit variation.  ese studies provide supporting evidence for these generalizations, mostly based on experiments testing native speakers' intuitions about auxiliary selection (perhaps the best known diagnostic of unaccusativity) in various languages that have a choice of perfective auxiliaries (such as Dutch, German, French, Italian, and Paduan). In all these languages, unaccusative verbs tend to select the counterpart of English auxiliary be and unergabe and unergabe tive verbs tend to select the counterpart of auxiliary have. However, native intuitions on auxiliaries are categorical and consistent for certain types of verb, but much less determinate for other types.
 e suggestion is that the systematic diff erences within the syntactic classes of unaccusative and unergative verbs may be captured by a hierarchy in which 'core' monadic verbs are distinguished from progressively more 'peripheral' verbs.  is hierarchy is shown in (). Verbs at the extremes of the hierarchy ('core' verbs) are change of location verbs at the  end and non-motional process verbs at the  end.  ey are characterized by the following properties:
• categorical and consistent syntactic behaviour across languages; • consistent behaviour within individual languages; insensitivity to compositional properties of the predicate; • determinacy of native speakers' intuitions; • primacy in acquisition;
• diachronic stability; Let us examine some evidence in support of these properties.
... Core verbs
Core verbs tend to be categorical and consistent in auxiliary selection across languages/ language varieties.  is is exemplifi ed in ()-(), which show that the auxiliary selected by change of location verbs in the present perfect is , and that selected by nonmotional process verbs is , in all the languages that have a choice of auxiliary.
() a. Paolo è venuto/*ha venuto all'appuntamento. Italian Paolo is come/has come to the meeting b. Ma soeur est arrivée/*a arrivé en retard. Core verbs display consistent behaviour within languages; in particular, they tend to select the same auxiliary regardless of the contribution of other aspectual or thematic elements in the sentence in which they appear. So in () arrivare ('arrive') selects arrivare ('arrive') selects arrivare  even though the predicate is atelic; cadere ('fall') in ( cadere ('fall') in ( cadere a) selects  despite the fact that the event described by the verb clearly denotes intentionality, just as it does when the event is clearly unintentional (b). Conversely, lavorare ('work') selects lavorare ('work') selects lavorare  regardless of the telicity of the predicate, as in ().  e data from studies on other languages (e.g. Paduan; see Sorace and Cennamo ) confi rms that, in general, inherent lexical aspect determines auxiliary choice with core verbs, whereas compositional aspect (the event structure of the whole predicate) aff ects auxiliary selection with peripheral verbs.  e data support the conclusion that auxiliary selection with core verb types is a lexical phenomenon and is relatively insensitive to compositional factors.  e degree of sensitivity to these factors increases for non-core verb types as they get more distant from the core. Core verbs tend to elicit categorical intuitions from native speakers of languages with auxiliary selection, who categorically accept sentences in which these verbs appear with the 'correct' auxiliary and reject those in which they appear with the 'wrong' auxiliary. Evidence of diff erential judgements is particularly strong for Italian (see Sorace a, b, b; Bard, Robertson, and Sorace  for experimental evidence). Furthermore, descriptive studies of Italian (Berruto  and Rohlfs , for instance) indicate that there is more variation in auxiliary usage for peripheral verbs than for core verbs, which is consistent with the predictions of the hierarchy. Supporting evidence also comes from Germanic languages. Experiments on Dutch (Sorace and Vonk ) show orderly gradience in the judgements of native Dutch speakers on zijn and hebben largely corresponding to the intransitive hierarchies identifi ed for Italian. In addition, they show that the acceptability of impersonal passives (a construction traditionally regarded as a diagnostic of unergativity) is aff ected by semantic factors, particularly agentivity, which cut across the unaccusative-unergative distinction (a fact that had already been established by Zaenen ). For German, Keller and Sorace () provide similar fi ndings for native judgements on sein, and haben, and also show that inter-dialectal variation in auxiliary usage between Northern and Southern varieties is mostly found with peripheral (but not with core) verbs.
Core verbs are the fi rst ones to be acquired with the correct auxiliary both in fi rstand second-language acquisition. Data from the acquisition of Italian as a non-native language show that the syntactic properties of auxiliary selection are acquired earlier with core verbs and then gradually extended to more peripheral verb types (Sorace a, a). Moreover, Italian learners of French fi nd it more diffi cult to acquire avoir as the auxiliary for verbs closer to the core than for peripheral verbs (Sorace  avoir as the auxiliary for verbs closer to the core than for peripheral verbs (Sorace  avoir b, b), and do not completely overcome this diffi culty even at the advanced level.  ese developmental regularities can be explained by assuming that the acquisition of the syntax of unaccusatives crucially depends on the internalization of two elements: one is the hierarchical ordering of meaning components, and the other is the lexiconsyntax mapping system instantiated by the target language.
  e pattern uncovered by these data is consistent with an enriched constructional model, equipped with a checking mechanism that is sensitive to the degree of lexical specifi cation of verbs. As it is the position of verbs on the ASH, rather than their frequency, which determines the order of acquisition, it seems that L learners do rather more than engaging in the kind of statistical learning envisaged by a basic constructional model.
Finally, core verbs tend to be diachronically stable.  ere is evidence from studies on the historical development of auxiliaries in Romance (Benzing ; Tuttle , for instance) showing that core verb types tend to be the last to be aff ected by the replacement of -refl exes by -refl exes, whereas peripheral verb types are the most vulnerable to the change. A recent study by Cennamo () suggests that the development of refl exives se/sibi /sibi / in Late Latin as markers of split intransitivity followed a sibi in Late Latin as markers of split intransitivity followed a sibi path largely consistent with the unaccusative-unergative hierarchies.
... Intermediate (non-core) verbs
While core verbs are categorical in their auxiliary selection behaviour, non-core verbs show increasing variation.  e greater fl exibility of these verbs will be illustrated here by Italian examples (for cross-linguistic evidence see Sorace ).
  e primacy of (overt/inherent) telicity characterizing change-of-location verbs is also shown by Dutch children who, even at  years old, diff er markedly from the adults in their interpretation of full transitives, allowing more atelic readings than adults do. A sentence is telic only if it includes an overt marker of telicity such as a particle. A quantized direct object on its own is not suffi cient (van Hout ).
() a. Heeft de rode muis kaas gegeten?
has the red mouse cheese eaten b. Heeft de rode muis zijn kaas gegeten?
has the red mouse his cheese eaten c.
Heeft de rode muis zijn kaas opgegeten? has the red mouse his cheese eaten up
Children learn the overt and transparent telicity markers before the more indirect ones.
A class that exhibits regular alternations is that of verbs denoting 'indefi nite change' in a particular direction (such as rise), change of condition ( rise), change of condition ( rise wilt), and appearance wilt), and appearance wilt (appear). appear). appear  is strongly preferred by these verbs, but  is not completely rejected.  e strength of preferences is a function of the (±) inherent telicity of the verb: as the Italian sentences in ()-() show, many of these verbs allow two readings-one telic and one atelic-which may be disambiguated by the context.
() a. La popolarità del governo è scesa/ha sceso the popularity of the government is gone down/has gone down notevolmente. noticeably b. La pianta è cresciuta/?*ha cresciuto molto da quest'inverno.
the plant is grown/has grown a lot since last winter c. Il fantasma è apparso/?*ha apparso in soffi tta.
the ghost is appeared/has appeared in the attic
is happened/has happened a tragedy () a. L'albero è/ha fi orito due volte quest'anno. (Indefi nite change) the tree is/has blossomed twice this year b. Le arance sono marcite /hanno marcito al sole. the oranges are rotten/have rotten in the sun c. Il grano è/ha fi nalmente germogliato.
the plant is/has fi nally blossomed
Verbs denoting continuation of a pre-existing condition (such as stay) are less determistay) are less determistay nate:  is preferred but  is not rules out categorically, and is in fact accepted with many of these verbs.  e agentivity of the subject correlates with the degree of acceptance of , suggesting that these verbs, unlike core verbs, are sensitive to the feature contributed at the predicate level. his will not is/has served to nothing  e use of  induces an agentive reading, whereas  does not. So in (), the verb mancare is understood as intentional in ( mancare is understood as intentional in ( mancare b) and non-intentional in (a).
() a. L'alunno è mancato all'appello. Non-agentive the pupil is missed at the^roll call b. Il presidente ha mancato all'appuntamento. Agentive the president has missed at the appointment Peripheral verbs closer to the 'unergative' core include verbs denoting motional processes (e.g. swim). Native intuitions are less determinate:  is preferred but  is not completely rejected.
() a. Gli atleti cinesi non hanno corso/?*sono corsi alle the athletes Chinese not have run/are run at the Olimpiadi. Olympic Games b. I bambini hanno saltato/?*sono saltati sul letto tutto il the children have jumped/are jumped on the bed all the pomeriggio. afternoon () a. Giovanna ha corso/?è corsa più velocemente di tutti. Giovanna has run/is run faster than everyone else b. Piera è corsa/?*ha corso al supermercato. Piera is run/has run to the supermarket c. Paola ha nuotato/?*è nuotata a stile libero.
Paola has swum/is swum d. d. d Paola ha nuotato/?*è nuotata fi no all'altra sponda.
Paola has swum/is swum to the shore In German, these verbs are preferred with  (see Keller and Sorace  for an interpretation in terms of the feature 'locomotion' being a stronger determinant of unaccusativity in German than in other languages).  e eff ects of agentivity on auxiliary selection are shown in (), where  is the preferred auxiliary with a human subject,  is the preferred one with an inanimate subject.
() Il pilota ha/?è atterrato sulla pista di emergenza.
the pilot has/is landed on the runway of emergency L'elicottero è/?ha atterrato sul tetto del grattacielo. the plane is/has landed on the runway of emergency the bell has/is tolled f f. f La stella ha brillato/??è brillata. the star has shone/is shone ... Typological predictions  e hierarchy makes it possible to advance some specifi c typological predictions. Note that it does not predict that all languages diff erentiate among all verb classes, but only not predict that all languages diff erentiate among all verb classes, but only not that there should not be complete reversals of the hierarchical order of verb types (for example, languages in which stative verbs select  most categorically, or verbs denoting involuntary processes select  more consistently than non-motional activity verbs).  e data on auxiliary selection suggest that within any given language there is a cut-off point between verbs that select auxiliary  and verbs that select auxiliary .  e cut-off point cannot be identical in all languages, since if it were, all languages with a choice of auxiliary would have exactly the same system of auxiliary selection.  us, the locus of variation must be in the mapping governing the interface between the lexicon and the syntax. Mapping must be language-specifi c because the location of the cut-off point along the hierarchy may be diff erent. However, variation in the location of the cut-off point is found among the verbs in the middle of the hierarchy, but does not aff ect the core.
... A split-intransitivity hierarchy?
Since the data reviewed so far pertain to auxiliary selection, the question of relevance to a theory of split intransitivity is whether the hierarchy is a peculiar property of this construction, or whether it underlies not only auxiliary selection but split intransitivity in general. To substantiate the latter claim it is necessary to demonstrate that:
• other syntactic refl exes of split intransitivity in Romance (and Germanic) languages are aff ected by the hierarchy; • syntactic refl exes of split intransitivity in languages without auxiliary selection are aff ected by the hierarchy; • core verbs satisfy a greater number of syntactic diagnostics of split intransitivity than non-core verbs.
While more investigation is needed, some research fi ndings are already available with respect to each of these points. Lack of space permits only a brief summary.
(a) Other diagnostics in languages with auxiliary selection.  ere is some evidence that other syntactic manifestations of split intransitivity might also be sensitive to this hierarchy. Sorace (a, b) shows that ne-cliticization in Italian displays similar systematic variation as auxiliary selection, that is, there is a scale of acceptability for this construction depending on the position of a verb along the ASH.  is is shown in order of increasing acceptability in ( In Japanese, an NP and its numeral quantifi er must be adjacent in order to enter a relation of reciprocal C-command. So (a) and (a) are both grammatical. If the quantifi er is separated from the NP that it modifi es, only (b) with an unaccusative verb is grammatical, but not (b) with an unergative verb; the reason is that the quantifi er c-commands the trace left behind by the apparent subject of the unaccusative verb. child- dog-with two school-at arrived 'Two children arrived at school with a dog.' Native Japanese speakers do not distinguish between verbs denoting non-motional processes and verbs denoting a motional process (unlike Italians), but seem to judge both categories as core, to the extent that they have clear and determinate judgements about the ungrammaticality of these verbs with QF. In contrast, they have signifi cantly less determinate intuitions about the ungrammaticality of QF with other unergative verb types, and express the least determinate judgements on verbs of emission.
(c) Consistency across a range of diagnostics for the same verb. Evidence from French (a language in which auxiliary selection is no longer a strong diagnostic of unaccusativity), shows that other, arguably stronger, diagnostics such as participial constructions, are satisfi ed more consistently by core verbs and less so by non-core verbs (see Legendre and Sorace, in press, for discussion). From a study by Labelle () it also emerges that the verbs selecting être also behave like unaccusatives with respect to the être also behave like unaccusatives with respect to the être other tests, and the verbs selecting avoir also fail the other unaccusativity tests (see also avoir also fail the other unaccusativity tests (see also avoir Zubizarreta ). While it is true that there are some verbs that usually select avoir and pass one or more tests of unaccusativity, such verbs are inconsistent in their behaviour, or are less felicitous in these tests than the être-selecting verbs: an example mentioned by Labelle is disparaître, which can appear in the impersonal construction (Il a disparu des douzaines de livres) but sounds less natural than a disparu des douzaines de livres) but sounds less natural than a disparu des douzaines de livres Il est arrivé trois hommes. In Labelle's words 'the verbs constructed with être form the core cases of unaccusative être form the core cases of unaccusative être verbs in French.' (p. ).
 .  .                      e generalization that is beginning to emerge from these studies is that as soon as one moves from the core one fi nds substantial but predictable indeterminacy in the syntax-semantics mapping with intransitive verbs.  is indeterminacy is diffi cult to accommodate within a projectionist model of the lexicon-syntax interface, since it would require multiple lexical semantic classifi cations for a great number of verbs (see van Hout  and Rappaport Hovav and Levin  for discussion). It is also problematic for a constructional model, since core verbs display categorical behaviour and the other verbs are variable, but to diff erent degrees.
With respect to auxiliary selection, telicity is the primary factor that separates -verbs from -verbs. Agentivity is a secondary factor that diff erentiates among -verbs. Core verbs (those at the extremes of the hierarchy) are inherently specifi ed for telicity and agentivity, respectively, and their syntactic behaviour is insensitive to non-lexical properties contributed by the predicate. Intermediate verbs, which are neither telic not agentive, are the most variable and least determinate in many languages; unlike core verbs, they vary in their syntactic behaviour depending on the properties of the predicate in which they appear.
Ideally, a theory that accounts for these facts is a constructional model which identifi es the factors underlying the diff erential fl exibility exhibited by verbs and incorporates a set of compatibility constraints capable of ruling out inappropriate lexicon-syntax mappings.  ese constraints would be a crucial component to be acquired in language development.
Such a model has not yet been proposed, although potential elements of it already exist. For example, the greater 'elasticity' displayed by stative verbs has been addressed in some detail by McClure's () analysis, which is essentially couched within the constructional approach. McClure addresses the ambiguity exhibited by stative verbs in the context of a general theory of aspect. His theory combines Parson's situation semantics with a modifi ed version of the Vendler-Dowty classifi cation, which includes only three logical event types: states, achievements ('changes'), and activities ('processes').  McClure's analysis revolves around the structure of predicates internal to events.  e notion of state is the basic aspectual component in the system, in agreement with Dowty () and Van Valin (). Unlike the latter, however, McClure argues that there exists an aspectual hierarchy such that a state component is part of the logical semantic structure of both achievements and activities: achievements are pairs of states, whereas activities are open-ended collections of spatio-temporally connected achievements controlled by the same individual (the Locus of Change).  e aspectual hierarchy is represented in (  e aspectual hierarchy establishes a basic distinction between verbs denoting activities and achievements, which specify a Condition of Change in their lexical entry, and stative verbs, which do not.  e pairs of changes characterizing achievements are directed and temporally ordered, whereas the changes characterizing activities are  Accomplishments are not considered as a separate class because they are regarded as a particular type of activity leading to a conclusion. See Pustejovsky () for similar arguments. tible to shifts in interpretation, consistent with McClure's account and with the crosslinguistic facts.
 e unresolved question is whether Template Augmentation and the other conditions on argument realization are lexical or interpretive operations. Ultimately, both projectionist and constructional theories recognize the need for a theory of the relationship between the meaning of verbs and the structures in which they can appear. Within a projectionist model, event structure templates are part of the lexical entry of verbs but, as Rappaport Hovav and Levin () suggest, it may be incorporated in a constructional model as a post-lexical, checking mechanism.
 .  .           e Auxiliary Selection Hierarchy provides a generalization that captures the systematic variation exhibited by intransitive verbs in their choice of auxiliary across a number of languages. By doing so, it off ers a stronger empirical basis to a range of observations and data that had been presented in the literature on split intransitivity.  e ASH also accounts for the developmental paths followed by second-language learners of Italian and French, who start acquiring auxiliary selection from core verbs and are more likely to retain non-native intuitions with respect to non-core verbs at advanced stages of development. Further research is needed to corroborate the still limited evidence that the ASH may underlie not only auxiliary selection but also other syntactic refl exes of split intransitivity.  e ASH suggests that both a syntactic and a lexical characterization of split intransitivity is necessary to account for the complexity of the phenomenon: a syntactic characterization is needed to account in a general way for the distributional properties of unaccusative and unergative verbs; a lexical account is needed to explain the constraints that govern the lexicon-syntax interface and the variation that results from mapping one level onto the other. Neither existing projectionist nor constructional theories are able to do full justice to the pattern of variation represented by the ASH, because they do not incorporate a fully workedout mechanism for checking possible and impossible pairings of lexical meanings and structural confi gurations.  e evidence available so far indicates that a variant of the constructional approach that includes a specifi cation of such mechanism may well become a solution to the problem: future research will tell whether this is the right track to follow.
